ART. XI - Rebuilding the Medieval Court-House at Keswick in 1571
By BLAKE TYSON, B.Sc.

I

n his book on pre-Civil War English civic halls, Robert Tittler examined
Elizabethan municipal buildings in considerable detail. They were known by a
variety of interchangeable names, including town-hall, moot-hall, court-house and
market-hall. Concentrating on the southern parts of England, Tittler noted only one
example from Cumberland in a brief reference to the Moot Hall at Keswick being
built in 1571. He found that, of the halls that were built between 1500 and 1640,
fewer than 25 per cent have survived; Keswick's was one which did not. In addition
he remarked that `Few civic building accounts have survived, and we have no more
than a handful . . . on which to base an analysis of costs. . . .'' As a result, he
observed that `We cannot tell just how much they cost in relation to size because we
have no idea of the exact size of any buildings for which costs figures are available'.
Therefore, one reason for this article is to explore documents in the Rydal archive at
the record office at Kendal to provide evidence which will go some way towards
meeting this perceived need. 2
Pevsner considered that Keswick's `Main Street is made memorable by the Town
Hall on its island site'. 3 It was built in 1813, and in 1829 housed the market for
meal, butter, eggs and poultry on the ground floor, while the Governors of
Greenwich Hospital used the upper floor for their manorial courts, perpetuating the
function of the original building. 4 At the north-west end, is an attractive, square
clock tower with a lead roof. The building has three formerly open arches on the
ground floor, with stately arched windows above. The walls are of mortared
slatestone with prominent quoin stones which draw attention to the corners. This
article will be concerned with details of its predecessor, which was built to store
Queen Elizabeth's portion of the local copper production, while continuing as the
court-house for the Manor of Castlerigg and Derwentwater. Except for a brief
reference by the Historical Manuscripts Commission in 1890, 5 the evidence for the
1571 building has been ignored and some attempts by previous writers to establish
the origins of the court-house will need to be re-assessed, for they used unreliable
local traditions. First however, it is necessary to outline the background to events in
1571 before studying details of the building work and then discussing the building's
history in the light of that evidence.

A Brief Background
Much has been written about copper working near Keswick after it became an
important local industry in 1564, when the Company of Mines Royal was founded
and many Germans were brought in to work the mines and smelter and manage the
business. 6 On 10 December 1564, Queen Elizabeth I empowered Thomas Thurland
and Daniel Hechstetter to search for, mine and smelt ores of copper, gold, silver and
quicksilver in several counties including Cumberland, Westmorland and Lancashire.
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FIG. 1. Copper production at Keswick, 1564-1580.
(Based on fi gures in G. Hammersley, Daniel Hechstetter (1988), 170.)

She was to have a tenth of any gold and silver; plus a twentieth of all copper
produced in the first five years, increasing to one fifteenth thereafter.? After a
prolonged period preparing mineworkings, arranging fuel supplies and the transport
of necessary equipment, smelting began late in 1567. (Fig. 1.) 8 In May 1570,
Alderman Lionel Duckett, one of the English shareholders, wrote to William Cecil
(Lord Burghley) to request that the queen should appoint officers to superintend her
interests in the copper works and recommended Richard Dudley and a Mr Dalston
to undertake the work. 9 On 7 February 1572, the superintendence was given to
Richard Dudley alone. 10 He lived at Yanwath Hall, was born about 1522 and died in
1593. 11 His great-grandson Christopher's childless widow, Agnes (1606-1671) was
a daughter of Daniel Fleming of Skirwith Hall and her nephew and executor was
(Sir) Daniel Fleming of Rydal Hall, who no doubt added her family papers to his
own in 1671.
By an authorisation signed by the Queen at `Cheyneyes' (Chenies, near
Amersham, Bucks.) on 23 July 1570, Richard Dudley was made `Receyver and
treasorer' at Keswick. 12 Hechstetter was `governor for the Strangers' and Richard
Ledes was `resident for the englyshe partners of the mynes'. On 17 November 1570,
Dudley submitted his first statement of copper output and revealed that `... from
the begy[nn]inge of the said mineralls and workes unto Mydsomer laste was mayde
in Copper one thowzand fouer hundreth and ten Qwyntalls' (i.e. hundredweights)
from which the queen's one-twentieth portion amounted to `threscore ten gwyntalls
and an halfe'. Between midsummer and 23 November 1570, a further 720 cwt of
finished copper (an average of 7.2 tons a month) was produced, of which the
queen's one-fifteenth part was 48 cwt. Clearly if the queen's half-ton per month was
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to be made secure from pilfering a suitable building had to be found or built.
Richard Dudley, representing the queen, had already taken steps to ensure this,
for an agreement dated 18 October, 12 Eliz. (1570) has survived. 13 `Lady Radclyff
of the Ile of Darwenwatr' on behalf of her son Francis Radcliffe and the trustees of
his inheritance, Sir Henry Curwen and John Dalston (esquire), agreed with Richard
Dudley who `requested one court house, so called, situate in the market place of the
towne of Keswicke' to serve as a `Store house to be maid for the keping of her
heighnes copper and other commodities . . . of her myns in those parts'. The
trustees agreed to lease the building for eight years at 10s. a year, payable half-yearly
from Whitsuntide 1571. During the lease, building repairs were to be at the queen's
expense, but Dudley agreed for Francis Radcliffe, or his representatives, to `kepe
their ordenary courts & faire daies in the outher part of the same house so oft as
need shall require and as in time past haith bene accostomed'. The lease was to start
at `martinmas next' but, meanwhile, Dudley was allowed to enter the building to
effect repairs. Dudley and John Dalston signed the document.
This suggests that Francis Radcliffe was a minor. He was born in 1563 and died
in 1622. 14 His parentage and the rent are confirmed in a memorandum, dated 26
January 1574/5, by which `Dame Katherine Ratclif wyfe of Sir George Ratelif
acknowledged for her son Francis the receipt of 30s. rent from Richard Dudley for
three years `ended at Martinmas Laste paste, of our store house for the Quenes
Ma[jes]ties Copper' in Keswick, according to the terms of a lease, dated 12
November, 13 Eliz. (1571). 15 Over a year had elapsed between the initial agreement
and the actual lease and it is clear that major re-building work took place in the
interim.

The Building Documents

On the back of the agreement, there is a summary of things which would need to be
considered if a building estimate was prepared for major rebuilding work. It was
written like an aide-mémoire: `The wallers waiges; Stone cariage; Lyme; Carpenters
worckmanship; Timber, what it will cost; Smithers and Iron woorck; Sclate the
getting and Sclaters worck; the rent of the ground; cariage of sclate; Glasse for the
upper windowes'. The items follow almost the same order as the far more
informative details in an undated estimate and in a final account which will be
examined shortly.
In a draft account of expenses for weighing and marking copper, between
Michaelmas (29 Sept.) and 18 November 1570, 16 Dudley also claimed for expenses
incurred `in p[re]paracon or buylding some Convenent Roome for the safe keping'
of the copper. One of the entries claimed 1 s. 8d. `for x 1 great Nayles bought the xviii
day of November of the Company ... for the stronge naylinge of one duble dore of
a storehowse wher the quene portion dyth lye . . . wa [igh] Inge x lb after ii d the
pound'. Thus the nails weighed a quarter of a pound each and might well have given
an outward impression of store security. Dudley also claimed that he had `disbursed
divers other somes of monye for p [ro] vision of Tymbr Stone Lyme and other
necessaries' for the store-house. He charged wages for himself and his servants and
wanted to know `howe I shall p [ro] cede in Buyldinge the said Storehowse (being a
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thing vearie needful) ...'. This suggests that he had begun to collect materials on
site but had not actually started to build.
The nails can be identified among the many items in the undated estimate and the
final building account, which was not submitted until 14 November 1571. As both
contain very similar, sometimes identical entries, it is appropriate to transcribe only
the final account and consider the differences in the estimate later, when details of
the store-house and the building work are discussed. The final account seems to
have lain unnoticed in a large bundle of unsorted miscellaneous Rydal documents 17
and has four very different styles of handwriting; an introductory marginal note
(probably by Richard Ledes, the English shareholders' representative, whose
signature at the bottom of page one is in the same hand); the building account
(probably by Richard Dudley); an account of charges for weighing and sealing
copper (copied by a clerk from a book delivered to the Exchequer); and, lastly, an
acknowledgment of acceptance. The building account reads:
[marginal note]

The charge of a new howse maid at Keswyk for we[igh]ing & kepyng of the quens ma[j'esJties
porsion of copper maid by Rycd Dudley esquier by order from the L K conteining in heyht viii
yeards & in lenthe xii yeards di & in bredthe vi yeards di
A booke maid of monye paid unto woorkmen that is to say wallers Carpenters and for
caryage of stone & tymber for Lyme & caryage of the same, for Sciate and caryage of same
for Smythes woorke and I[r]jen for glaciers and glase, nails bought for ii Loftes and nailes
for Sclatters. For ther workmanshipp when stones ar gotten for tymber the xiiii of
novembre in ano elezabethe ye xiii [1571].
Imprimis to the wallers for viii rudes of walle aftr 1 s [50s. per] rude pullinge downe the old
house & gettynge the stone meate for ther Laubor xx £
Caryage of the same stone on horse backs in crowcks xxx horse of one day for rixe dayes the
x of octobr vii d horse p [er] die xv £ xv s
Ite[m] xxtie horse from the x of october eghtene dayes to iii of Novr vii d a horse p [er] die
xs

x£

two horse goinge in a carte from the tenth of Septembr unto the Last of novembr and two
men attendinge the same daylye after xx d the day for Ledinge of cowne [quoin] stones &
smale tymbr as iests boords smale Lintells & Spar rafters vi J xii s
Ite [m] for Lyme 1 [50] skepes iii J xv s
It Ledinge of same lyme v L xvi s viii d
Sande for th [e wh] ole worke xiii s iiii d
Carpenters workmanshipp that is to say two floors vii doores vii wind[o]wes wherof iii wth
Leaves two in the sclatt for thighest howse two pare of stares a close prevy wth a doore wth
the roofe & bindings of the howse & others before wrought & boords iestes & othr
necessaries in the old howse xvi L
Twentie [crossed out] sextene tymbr trees viii

f
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Caryage of the great tymbr as dormants walle plaits great lintals longe boords & principalls
xl s
Smythes workmanshipps in bands for dowres great nailes for ii duble dowres bragg nailes
for lofte floores duble spykings for single dowrs for windowe leaves & for the sclattr Latt
nailes two great lockes for duble doores v othr locks eght casments for iiii windowes of Iren
vi L xiii s iiii d
The Sclattrs workmanshipp & getting the same sclatt iiii roodes and caryage of same on
horse back at xxi s the roode iiii J iiii s
the rent of the grownd to Thomas Dalston the owner therof for gettinge the same ii s
mosse for stoppinge the sciate v s
Caryage of the same upon mens backs halfe a myle wher no horse can goo for the thusand
vi s being a roode xxiiii s
Glasse for iiii upper windowes wth worckmanship leade & othr things apptaninge
xlvi s viii d
Glasiers woorke Amuntinge to liii foote at x d the foote xlv s ii d
vewid & sene done accordingly by us Hanse Rainbron Rycd Ledes
Summa to [ta] lis of all the charge of the buildinge as appeareth by p[ar]ticular sommes
wthin written examyned by Richarde Leedes and Hannce Raynbron iiii [score] xiii L v s
vi d
Itm more the said Richard Dudley dothe demaunde for his owne charge his two men &
three horses attendinge the saide work daily from the vi th daye of Septembr untill the xxiiii
th daye of Novembr 1571 comynge to London at vi s p[er] diem by the space of xlvii daies
xiiii L ii s

This account then continues with items referring to the weighing and sealing of the
queen's portion of copper produced at Keswick and is transcribed in the Appendix.

Discussion
The last item in the account suggests that building work started about 6 September
1571, and this appears to be confirmed by the employment, from 10 September to
the end of November, of two men with a cart drawn by two horses, to carry corner
stones, joists, boards, small lintels and rafters to the site. At 1s. 8d. a day the charge
of L6 12s. suggests that they worked for 79 of the 82 days available (including
Sundays). If this assessment is right, there was an unexplained ten-months delay
between Dudley seeking instructions when he had begun to gather the necessary
materials and the commencement of building. Presumably the wheels of central
government turned as slowly then as now. Richard Dudley was occupied in
supervising the work and in presenting his accounts at London, for 47 days,
charging 6s. a day for himself, two men and three horses.
The wallers' estimate and their payment included `pullinge downe the old house'
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which was surely the building in the Market Place mentioned in the initial rent
agreement with Lady Radcliffe. The estimate, but not the final account, states that
the store-house would have `a walle of p[ar]ticion upp to the hyght of the howse wth
one chimnay a yeard above all the howse', presumably across the middle of the
building. The wallers' work was estimated to cost L17 10s. at 50s. a rood (or 7
roods), but the final account paid for 8 roods at the same price. This can be
explained by an apparent increase in the proposed size of the building. In the
estimate it was to be 7 yards high and 12 yards long, while the width was not
specified, a common practice when buildings were rebuilt to the same width as their
predecessor so that any sound beams, trusses and other timber could be re-used. 18
The final account noted the dimensions as 8 yards high and 12 1 /2 yards long, while
the width was stated as 6 1 /2 yards, a very common width for traditional Cumbrian
buildings. These figures suggest that, for a building of this size, each yard of height
gave rise to a rood of walling, which in this instance appears to have been about 49
square yards of wall facing. 19
The stated dimensions probably indicate the internal size, which was a common
practice, as if it was more important to define the available space irrespective of wall
thickness. 20 An example was the specification for a coppersmiths' workshop built in
1575 at Keswick by the Germans `39 feet long and 27 feet broad inside measurement
and 17 feet high from the ground to the highest part of the roof tree.... And the
stone walling to be a yard thick and built with lime and sand'. 21 The workshop stone
probably came `from the quarry near the Smelthouses' at Brigham (Keswick) 22
which may also have been the source of new stone for the store-house.
It is also possible to suggest the proportion of stone which was re-used from the
old court-house. The estimate allowed k15 for carrying `v C lode of stone at 6d the
lodde'. This presents some problems. First, the symbol C represented one hundred,
but unless every 100 actually comprised 120 loads, just as a 'hunded of nails'
contained 120, or a hundredweight could be 120 pounds, 23 the arithmetic does not
work out. The second problem arises from the weight of a load. The final account
states that stone was carried `on horse backs in crowcks', which would have been
strong wooden saddles formed by a pair of curved crucks at front and back, joined
by boards nailed to their under sides and lower ends. Thus, taking the largest units
of long measure, 24 even if 120 x 5 = 600 loads of 2 cwts (each of 128 lbs) were
carried, and masonry weighed 160 lbs per cubic foot 25 this amounted to 960 cub. ft.
of wall. If the store-house dimensions were internal, and the walls, including the
central partition, were only 2 feet 3 inches thick, their plan area would be 320 sq. ft.,
so that the new stone would account for only three feet (or 12 1 /2 per cent) of the
building's height. Even if the packhorses were persistently overloaded with 3 cwt
each, over 80 per cent of the stone would come from demolishing the old court
house, which would therefore have been a two-storey, stone structure, with side
walls roughly twenty feet high if its plan area was similar.
The final account notes that thirty horses were employed for six days in October
carrying stone at 7d. a day and charged X15 15s. for this instead of k5 5s. Therefore,
it would appear that the next entry, for 20 horses at 7d. a day for 18 days completed
by 3 November (£10 10s.), should have been included with the previous item and
not written out separately. This mistake was taken into account when the total cost of
the work was given as k93 5s. 6d. Presumably, since both teams of horses started on
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the same day, they were worked by different operators. The total of 540 loads was 8
per cent above the estimate, so either extra stone was required or some horses carried
other materials. We are told that corner stones and small timbers were carried in twohorse carts, but there is a separate account entitled `A note of Remembrance whatt
lyme & cariage comythe unto [and] what lode of stone by day on hors back in crucks
ev[ery] hors & man vii d by day maid att Keswyk the v of november 157 1'.26 It will
become clear that this was linked to the store-house building work.
The second page of that account lists expenses for hiring horses at 7d. a day from
38 named people nearly half of whom appear more than once. In all, 112 horse-days
are recorded but the entries do not state where the loads were carried from or
whether they were actually of stone. The dates run from 23 to 27 October and seem
to represent when the trips were made and paid for in cash. They might refer to the
carriage by various groups of tenants working almost boon days, for on 25 October
seventeen `tenn [an] is of our soveringe laidy the quenes ma [j es] ties of Newland' were
named and on 27th eight men were named under `Keswyke' as if they were the
town's contribution towards the store-house. The location of only one person's
home is indicated; `Thomas fysher of borodale vi dais a hors iii s vi d'. It would
appear that all of these payments were subsumed into the final account.
Neither the estimate nor the final account states the amount of sand used, or
whether the sand and lime were for making mortar or plaster. No hair for plaster
was recorded. It therefore seems probable that the walls were mortared, as was the
coppersmith's workshop. The estimate allowed for 40 skeps of lime at 4s. 3d. each,
but the final account records the use of 50 skeps for L3 15s., only 1 s. 6d. a skep.
However its transportation cost £5 16s. 8d. (or 2s. 4d. a skep) more, and accounted
for 61 per cent of the total cost of the lime. These figures can be checked with the
`note of Remembrance', which lists, on the first page, payments for carrying lime
and records, on the third page, an agreement to buy lime: `Recevid of Jhon p[ ] ett xl
skeppes of Lyme upon his bargan and paid for the same iii L. More recevid upon a
newe bargan one & twentye bushell ... beinge p [ar] cell of tenn skep more to be had
presentlye, and paid for the same x skeps xv s'. The first quantity matches the
building estimate, while the overall quantity and money match the final account.
Some selected payments for lime may be quoted since they suggest that the
supplier was a John Parret, brother of Christopher, and that a horse could carry
three bushels of lime with probably one on either side and one on its back, and that
a skep consisted of twelve bushels. The 50 skeps (600 bushels) used in the new
store-house would be enough to allow the walls to be mortared. 27
fyrst delyvrd to John bell of bastyntwait the xiii th of octobre for a skeppe of lyme ii s iiii d

Itm delyvrd unto Symon Wyllson baillyf of Bastyntwait for iiii skeppes & halfe of lyme
x s vi d
Itm paid to xperfor parret to hys brother John parret hys use p [ar] sell of xxx s behynd for
the last end of fortye skepe & yr Remains unpaid & behynd in my hand now paid xx s
Itm to Xperfor parrett for x hors lode contain [in] g two skepe di wherof half skeppe unpaid
for as yett iv s viii d
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Itm John yeadale thre lode ix bz [bushels] xxi d
Itm another John yeadale ii hors vi bz xiiii d
John Dover vi lode xviii bz iii s vi d
Itm Umfray barwys iii bz vii d

As a load of 3 bushels cost 7d. to carry, and horse hire was 7d. a day, it seems that
only one return trip could be made in a day. This would be compatible with the
location of the nearest source of Carboniferous Limestone which was ten miles
north-west of Keswick between Blindcrake and Bothel beyond Bassenthwaite. It is
likely, however, that it came from the same source as lime for the copper smelter.
That was carried over thirteen miles from Brigham near Cockermouth, probably
over Whinlatter Pass, for 2s. 8d. a skep in 1569 and cost 1 s. 6d. a skep to buy. 28
While the estimate indicated that twenty trees would be required at 10s. each, only
sixteen were included in the final account at the same price. The `note of
Remembrance', however, shows that some cost considerably less: `Itm delyvrd to
thomas markant the ix of Octobre 1571 to pay unto my laidye Ratclyff for thre treis
xxii s'. Much of the old timber was probably re-used, since the carpenters' payments
included `the roofe & bindings [tie-beams] of the howse & others before wrought &
boords iestes & other necessaries in the old howse'. The final account payment of £2 for
`Caryage of the great tymbr' was reduced from an estimate of L5 and suggests the reuse of more timber than was expected. The carriage of the great timbers also indicates
that the trees were fashioned into principal rafters, beams, wall plates and lintels near
their source to save transpo rt costs and allow any waste to be left to rot in the woods.
Perhaps Lady Radcliffe's estate was the most likely source for all the new timber.
Details of the carpenters' work provide clues to the form of the building, whose
walls were 24 feet high, probably to the top of the side walls, rather than the less
commonly used height to the ridge. This would be compatible with a two-and-a-half
storey building, in which the two upper floors, made by the carpenters, were
approached by two wooden staircases. The copper store was located on the ground
floor, which would have been given a stone or flagged floor to withstand hard use,
but no flagstones appear in the account. The floor above the store housed the
courtroom, noted in the 1570 agreement with Lady Radcliffe, and would have
doubled as a rent office on fair days in May and October. 29
As the estimate noted `a walle of p [ar] ticion upp to the hyght of the howse', each
floor was probably divided into two large rooms with a prominent, central chimney
stack in the pa rt ition. In `thighest howse' (top floor), the carpenters were to fix two
windows `with leaves ... in the sclatt' presumably as one wooden-shuttered dormer
in each attic. There were five other windows. The glaziers were to fix 53 square feet
of glass in four upper windows, which would therefore have been about 3 feet 8
inches square in the middle storey. This left just one shuttered window for the
ground floor. As the blacksmith was to make `eght casments for iiii windowes of
Iren' it seems that the courtroom windows probably had oak frames, with pairs of
side-hung, opening iron units, closing onto a central mullion. An interesting item
from the `note of Remembrance' was the payment of 4s. 2d. on `The tenth of
novembre 1571 for ten fleaks' or scaffold boards. 3 °
The carpenters made seven doors, perhaps one for each of the six main rooms
plus a front door. A door was made for the privy but it is not clear whether that was
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the seventh door or an extra. The smith's work included `great nailes for two duble
dowres', probably those nails noted earlier weighing a quarter of a pound each. The
two pairs of double doors might have been on opposite sides of the building to give
carts through access to the copper store and were each provided with `a great locke'.
The smith was paid for bragg nails to fix the loft floors and double spikings for the
single doors, five of which appear to have been supplied with locks. Perhaps,
therefore, the attic doors were not locked.
The slaters were paid for working four roods of slate at 21s. a rood, including
carriage on horseback from an un-named location. The estimate had been for five
roods at the same price but had a crossed out note that included carriage costing
11 s. a rood. Thus getting and laying slates cost 10s. a rood. If the building's plan
dimensions were internal measurements, the roof would have been roughly 14.5 x
8.5 yards overall, including wall thickness and overhang. Allowing for a roof slope of
30 degrees, the total area would be 142 sq. yds or four roods of almost 36 sq. yds.
each, a rood measurement more usual in Scotland than in Cumbria (note 19). The
final account recorded that a rood comprised 1000 slates and Richard Neve wrote in
1726 that that many would cover nearly 36 sq. yds. 31 Each thousand of the Keswick
slates cost an extra 6s. to be carried `upon mens backs halfe a myle wher no horse
can goo'. Though one might expect such inaccessibility at Honister, there aré clues
which suggest a different location for the quarry.
The account notes that Thomas Dalston received two shillings for rent of the slate
quarry. As Lionel Duckett proposed a Mr Dalston as a supervisor of the queen's copper
interests at Keswick, it is possible that the slate was obtained through his or a relative's
influence. Collingwood found in the Keswick miners' accounts at Augsburg, entries
which referred to slating some of their buildings. In 1575, for the coppersmiths'
workshop, 4000 slates were brought from Under Skiddaw for £1 16s. In 1571, a brewhouse and pigeon-house were erected on Vicar's Island and they were roofed with slate
by Robert Kirkby after £1 12s. had been paid to `John Buckbarr [for] carrying 3200
slates from Under Scido to Island'. In 1571 he carried 1000 slates `from Under-Scido
to Smelthouses' also at 10s. a thousand. In 1569, 3000 slates were carried from
`Abeldort [Applethwaite] to the Smelthouses' at 11 s. a thousand and when the men's
bathroom was built the same year, the account noted: `carriage of 3000 slates from
quarry at 6s. the thousand; [and] 3000 slates from Applethwaite at 11 s.' 32 These last
two entries seem to be for the same batch of slate, and suggest that carriage from the
quarry to a pick-up point at Applethwaite was probably on men's backs and then by
horse from there to Keswick, both at the same rates as the store-house slate.
Under Skiddaw is the area lying to the south of Skiddaw itself. Nicolson and
Burn 33 state that the large manor of Brundholme lay in this position and included
the villages of Applethwaite, Milnbeck and `Syzick' as well as Brundholme which lies
north of the river Greta near its confluence with Glenderaterra beck (NY 297 249).
On 15 July 1543, Henry VIII granted it, with several other manors, to Thomas
Dalston of Dalston Hall, three miles south-west of Carlisle. In 1550 Thomas died
and was succeeded by his eldest son John (1523-1580). 34 As a justice of the peace
for Cumberland he acted, with Richard Dudley, as a commissioner for the holding
of inquisitions post mortem. 35 Thus, he was probably one of Francis Radcliffe's
inheritance trustees noted earlier and was no doubt related to Thomas Dalston who
received the payment for quarry rent from Richard Dudley.36
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Though the accuracy of the final account for building the store-house was attested
by Richard Ledes, book-keeper for the English shareholders, and Hans Reinbrun,
the German manager in charge of finding and carrying supplies of charcoal, who
died in London on 2 August 1574; 37 it is clear that matters such as the names of
workmen, the sources of materials and their specification were overlooked. Thus any
discussion of the building, its design and the construction activities must be
incomplete. Nonetheless, it is very unusual to find so much information about an
Elizabethan building in Cumbria. It was built solidly, with its stones apparently set
in mortar, like the buildings erected for the copper works. The slates appear to have
been obtained with some difficulty from the southern flank of Skiddaw near
Applethwaite, just like those used on the copper works buildings. It is also clear that
a large proportion of its stone and some timber came from the previous court-house.
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A reconstruction of its possible design is given in Figure 2, but only the discovery of
more documentary evidence will help to clarify the many uncertainties.

Later History and Traditions

It is now necessary to move on to consider the later history of the building, whose
middle storey retained the medieval function as the court-house for the manor of
Castlerigg and Derwentwater. When the ground floor was no longer used as a
copper store-house, it probably became a market-hall. While a date for this change
has not been discovered, the initial eight year lease would have expired in 1579. This
seems to have coincided with a persistent depression in copper production, with the
queen's fifteenth part at only twelve hundredweights a year (Fig. 1.). About the end
of 1569, the English partners had `stayed their hands from further disboursements'
in the mines just as copper production must have seemed to be taking off. Output
peaked in 1570, coinciding with the need for building the store, remained bouyant
until 1573 and then fell sharply in 1574, following the break-up of the German
partners and the transfer of their interests to their Augsburg creditors. 38 As it is
difficult to find unequivocal evidence regarding later events associated with the
building and no illustration of the pre-1813 structure has been found, the comments
of several authors must now be studied in some detail.
Before the court-house was rebuilt in 1813, William Hutchinson described
Keswick in 1776 as: `a mean village without any apparent trade: the houses are
homely and dirty: there is a town house in the market place said to be erected out of
the ruins of Lord Derwentwater's mansion, but of the most uncouth architecture'. 39
During the 1790s he was no more complimentary, writing that travellers would be
disappointed `to find most of the houses low and meanly built; the best part of the
town is obstructed by gloomy and ugly shambles and a town-house'. 40 The
shambles, which stood immediately north of the court-house, were rebuilt in 1815. 41
Hutchinson's claim about the stone being brought at an unspecified date from
Lord's Island was reiterated by several later writers, including William Green (1819)
who believed that `the bell on which the clock strikes was brought from the same
place.' 42 In the light of the evidence already revealed in this article, these traditions
about the stones and bell must be examined to test whether they may be credible.
In 1891, in an article about the `Town Clock Bell', H. Whitehead wrote 43 that the
old court-house was mentioned in a pamphlet on `The Last of the Derwentwaters'
by Fisher Crosthwaite who had `found a memorandum among the papers of the late
Jonathan Otley' (1766-1855), the Keswick watchmaker, guide and geologist, 44 in
which Otley made out that the former town-hall was built in 1695 and that the
stones and bell had come from the island. No reference was offered for Otley's date
of the rebuilding; and perhaps he had drawn on Hutchinson's comment for the
source of the stone without authenticating the tradition. Crosthwaite reckoned that
the island house had been built by the Radcliffes in about 1450, and remarked that
its stones had been taken from an even earlier building at Castlerigg, a remark which
seems to rely on Nicolson and Burn. 45 Crosthwaite believed that Radcliffes
continued to live on the island until 1623 or later and that the house was probably
dismantled during the Civil War.
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In 1904, W.G. Collingwood 46 was aware of these traditions and attempted to
reconcile them with documentary evidence which he had found. For example, he
noted (p. 271) a deed of sale, dated 5 August 1653, by which Sir Edward Radcliffe of
Dilston, Hexham, and Francis Radcliffe, his son, sold `all that capital ... mansion
house called the Isle' to Thomas Keightley of Hertingfordbury Park near Hertford.
Collingwood, reasonably, took this as evidence that the island house was still standing
in 1653, but then stated that it had been destroyed before 1709, without giving a
reference. He also noted that the Crosthwaite parish registers recorded the burial of a
William Munkhouse of Keswick, on 6 May 1657, 47 and that there was a local
`tradition that a William Munkhouse was drowned by overloading a boat containing
stones which he was bringing from the Lord's Island to build the first Town Hall in
Keswick. The boat sank half way between Lord's Island and Friar's Crag . . . was
never raised and the cairn of stones was visible in the lake for long after'.
The date of this tradition fitted in well with what R.D. Marshal1 48 told
Collingwood was the first lease granted by Sir Francis Radcliffe after his father's
death. It was dated 25 August 1664 from Spindleston, near Belford in
Northumberland and referred to `one certain house situate ... in the middle of . . .
Keswicke ... commonly called ... the Court House or Moot-hall ... the tenant to
suffer the clock or Town bell to hang in the said house, the inhabitants of Keswick
giving reasonable satisfaction for hanging the same'. The last comment is
ambiguous, for it is not at all clear whether the bell was actually in place and the
inhabitants were already paying rent, or whether the new tenant was to allow the bell
to be installed and receive some suitable recompense.
While the 1664 document is reliable evidence that a court-house existed, the other
observations rely heavily on traditions which appear to be faulty. For example, Sir
Daniel Fleming's Description of Cumberland in 1671, 49 identified the three islands in
Derwentwater as Saint Herbert's Island, Vicar-Isle and Ramsholme `where ye Lord
herof hath a fair House, in which his father some time lived'. Fleming was mistaken
in stating that the house was on Rampsholm, a small wooded islet, rather than on
Lord's Island just to the north, but both were owned by Sir Francis Radcliffe
(1624-96), whose father Edward died in 1663. 50 Fleming was a good observer of
antiquarian detail and described Levens Hall as `a fair house'. He used the same
adjective to describe Sizergh Castle, Newbiggin Hall, Edenhall, Greystoke church,
the tower at Yanwath and the stone bridges at Levens, Langwathby and Warwick.
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that he thought that the house on Lord's Island was
both attractive and well built, even though it might not have been used for over a
decade. Therefore, it is unlikely that its stone would have been used to build what
Collingwood wrongly supposed was Keswick's first town-hall in about 1657-1663.
Also, it might be doubted whether the clock bell was removed while the house was
in the sound condition suggested by Fleming's comment. If the faulty date on the
bell's inscription `HD loo 1 RO' is interpreted as 1661, it could have been freshly
cast and then mounted on the Court House just prior to 1664, so justifying the
remuneration clause in the new lease. Alternatively, if the sixes were defective, the
final figure could be a faulty four. Until some suitable documentary evidence is
found, it would be safer to set aside the dates proposed by Collingwood and Otley as
well as the traditions about the stones being taken from Lord's Island and accept
that the Court-house of 1664 was the Elizabethan structure.
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Conclusions

This discussion suggests that the 1571 store-house-cum-court-house was the same
structure as that which was replaced in 1813. This might help to explain William
Hutchinson's 1776 remark about its `uncouth architecture' as if he disliked
Elizabethan buildings. Certainly he preferred the more fashionable architecture
brought in by newcomers, like Lord William Gordon (1744-1823) of Derwent Bay,
and Joseph Pocklington (1736-1817), for he declared that, by developments such as
theirs, `the country would be considerably improved and enriched'. 51 However there
are several questions which still need answering. For example, apart from now
knowing that a court-house existed in Keswick's market street before 1571, no direct
evidence has been found to indicate its age or design. The re-use of its materials
suggests that it was about six-and-a-half yards wide internally and had stone walls
roughly twenty feet high. Re-cycling the latter saved the expense of obtaining and
carrying about 3,500 horseloads of new stone. As the amount of slate bought in
1571 was enough to cover the whole roof, the old building might have been
thatched.
To place the rebuilding of the Keswick court-house into context, it is worth noting
that, in his study of public buildings in the West Riding of Yorkshire before 1840,
Kevin Grady estimated that they cost between k100 and £200. 52 Thus, Keswick's
new court-house at £93 5s. 6d. plus £14 2s. for managerial expenses, agrees well
with the lower end of that range. However there was an interesting difference.
Whereas most public buildings were built at the charge of local inhabitants,
particularly rich merchants, 53 Keswick was especially fortunate in having a royal
interest in the secure storage of copper, so that their building was paid for by central
government. The former court-house may well have needed replacement anyway and
it would be interesting to uncover whether Richard Dudley used his new position as
the queen's representative to encourage the inclusion of a repair clause in the lease
which in effect became a rebuild clause while, at the same time, ensuring that the
Radcliffes could continue to hold manor courts in the building without cost to
themselves. Perhaps an investigation into the quality of friendship between Dudley
and the Radcliffes, Curwens and Dalstons might yield an intriguing result. 54
Although the 1813 rebuild survives with only slight alterations, it would be helpful
to discover actual details of that work, the changes that occurred and whether the
materials of the medieval court-house were reused yet again. It might then be
possible to discover, for example, whether the corner stones, which are such a
prominent feature of the present building, were those brought by horse and cart in
1571. Searches of early nineteenth century manor court books at Carlisle record
office and of the Greenwich Hospital records at Kew were fruitless 55 and only one
enquiry elsewhere yielded relevent information. The library at Carlisle has a survey
of the estates belonging to Greenwich Hospital made in autumn 1805 by three of
the hospital's directors. It contains the following entry: 56
KESWICK SHOPS AND SHAMBLES, the use of the Moot-hall, together with the tithe-barn and

tolls, are let to Daniel Dover and others, at L48 14s Od per Annum; the buildings are in
good condition, except the Moot-hall, the ceiling of which as well as the principal beams,
are very much out of repair.
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This seems to suggest that it was the state of the main timbers, perhaps especially
those reused in 1571, which was an important factor in the need to rebuild in 1813,
but there is ample scope for future resarch on this episode of the building's history.
In the meantime, this article exposes much fresh information and has provided a
clear example to meet Professor Tittler's comment about not being able to relate the
costs to the size of public buildings. It goes further in studying the sources, costs and
problems of finding building materials in the sixteenth century and proves that slate
quarries were then active around Skiddaw. Further research in other documents may
develop these and other aspects of traditional building studies, so that a better
understanding of how builders managed the construction process might be achieved.
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Appendix

Transcription of Richard Dudley's 1571 copper account. (continued from the
building account in this article).
Itm more he demaundeth for the charge of Mr Ashtons deputie and three menne and fower
horses by the space of daies comynge & goinge and tarienge there after the rate of vi s viii d
p [er] diem xl s
The said accomptaunte is to be allowed for his Fee by vertue of her ma[jes]ties L[ett]res
pattent in that behalfe graunted undr the great Seale iii s uppon ev[er]y quyntall
[hundredweight] of the same Copper by hym so receaved to her Ma[jes]ties use as by the
same Ires pattent maye appeare wch after the said Rate for the said quantitie of clxxii
quint[alls] & di Amounteth to xxv k xvii s vi d
Itm more the said Accomptaunte prayeth allowaunce for div[er]s quantities of leade by hym
bought and p[ro]vided for m[ar]kinge of the said Copper made as before is said (viz) uppon
the firste and seconde p [ar] cell beinge all mmcxxx quyntalls Copper marked wch spent in
Leade iiii C lxi lbs after the rate of x s the hundrede Amounteth to xlv s
Itm for Leade by him in like manner bought and p[ro]vided for the thirde iiiith and fiveth
p [ar] cells Amountinge in the whole to viii C x quyntalls Copper wch spente in Leade for
the markinge therof after the rate of xxti lbs to every hundred quyntalls clxii lb waight after
x s the C amounteth to xiiii s iiii d
Itm for the wage of viii workmen imployed aboute the markinge Carienge of copper etc viz
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of the firste two p [ar] cells being mmcxxx quyntalls by the space of xxviii daies wch after the
rate of viii d p [er] diem the pece Amounteth to the Somme of vii J ix s iiii d
Itm for the wage of like Laborers about the thirde iiiith and with p [ar] cells above mencioned
in markinge carienge and otherwise imployed about the same viz for vi suche workmen
about the same by the space of xiiii daies markinge the said iii p [ar] cells amountinge to viii
C x quyntalls wch after the rate of viii d p [er] diem the pece Amounteth unto lvi s
Itm paide to the carier for cariage of xxiiii stamps sent from London to Keswicke for
markinge the same copper in the whole wa[igh]inge lxiiii lbs after the rate of ii d the
pownde x s viii d
Itm more bought of Iron xl lbs waight for a Stiche Anvyll a greate hammer and iii Ladells
occupied about the markinge of the saide Copper at ii d the pownde vi s viii d
Itm more for ii yeares rentes for the quenes ma[jes]ties Store house as by the Lease will
appeare to paie x s by the yeare xx s
Itm more for the beame weys and waights for the queenes ma[jes]ties Storehouse as there
must nedes be at least three sundrye weights hundrethes ii waights di hundrethes & iiii or vi
pecs in quarters & pounds waights amountinge to in thole v C waight iiii J
Further the said Richard Dudley prayeth consideracon for his owne charge with his two
men and three horses lyenge at Keswicke in the severall tymes of markinge the said Copper
by the space of xliiii daies by him selfe or his deputie and for his travaile and charge by hym
disbursed in comynge from thence to London and attendinge heare about the said affaires
for the wch he refereth hym selfe to the consideracon of yor honors For wch his firste
remaynynge here attendinge for her Ma[jes]ties Service by the space of three quarters of a
yeare and more And sichens his last comynge to London wch was the xxiiiith of Novembr
unto this p[oi]nte vi s p [er] diem yt it maye stande with yor honors pleasures as a greate
deale more hath not discharged hym xxvi L xiii s iiii d
Undr the assignemt of the right honorables
Robt Leicester
Willm Burghley
Walter Mildmay
The true coppie of the booke Deliv [er]ed into the Exchequire there remayninge of recorde.
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